Abstract A method for the comparison of kinetic parameters of reaction/process for thermogravimetric measurements at isothermal and dynamic conditions and processes on a larger scale were considered. It is based on the concept of finite time and corresponding total conversion of the solid phase. The method allows for the determination of Arrhenius parameters without the selection of process mechanism. The results obtained for isothermal and dynamic conditions (comparison between dehydration process and thermal decomposition of calcite) indicate that the values of parameter E in both cases are similar, but values of ln A (the entropic factor) differ from each other. It also has been shown that the method of coke and char preparation notably influences the activation energy values of the CO 2 gasification reaction, which is associated with varying degrees of devolatilization and corresponding development of the sample pore surface area.
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Introduction
For the solid phase reactions/processes carried out under high temperature conditions, kinetic expressions take into account the properly determinated rate of the process/reaction (differential form) or after integration-the mass integral g(a), where a represents the fractional conversion of solid.
In the simplest case of an elementary reaction, the kinetic equation takes the form of time-temperature relation, simple to use for the isothermal conditions as given in Eq. (1): g a ð Þ ¼ ks; where k ¼ A exp À E RT
and T ¼ const ð1Þ
In thermogravimetric analysis, many studies are reported on the thermal stability of solid phase under varying gaseous atmosphere. Regarding the solid fuel pyrolysis and gasification (and heavy liquids as well), the processes are carried out under nonisothermal conditions with a constant heating rate (linear dependence of temperature on time):
The studies performed under isothermal conditions are carried out much less frequently-there is an idea that thermal analysis of condensed phases under these conditions is more reliable and representative of the examination of the thermal dissociation process. Experience indicates that perfect isothermal conditions are not possible to reach in the processes realized at elevated temperatures, even for the most precise and extensive research apparatus initial range is close to the dynamic conditions [1] , hence there are often described as quasi-isothermal conditions.
It can be assumed that the initial dynamic conditions have an influence on the further course of the process under isothermal conditions, but we do not have the necessary mathematical apparatus that takes the discussed influence into account in an unambiguous manner.
There are a lot of papers focused on this problem, and certainly serious conflict was initiated by MacCallum and Tanner work published in 1970 [2] .
Conversion degree a is not the total differential of time (s) and temperature (T), because there is their time-temperature relationship (2) . The rate of reaction/process as pointed out in [2] takes the following form (assuming that the concept of partial derivative is accepted):
where q = 0 denotes isothermal conditions, q [ 0 denotes dynamic conditions according to (2) .
Comparative studies on results obtained under isothermal and dynamic conditions as in the papers [3] [4] [5] are rarely performed; hence, the dehydration process presented in [4] is a result of numerical simulation of unspecified chemical reaction.
Aim of the work
As this stage is omitted in all considerations given in number of works (e.g. [6] [7] [8] ), this paper proposes a method that allows for a comparison of kinetic parameters expressed by Arrhenius law (E, A) for processes such as: carried out under isothermal and dynamic conditions. The method is based on a comparison of finite elements in kinetic terms as complete conversion versus time of reaction/process. In this aspect, three different reactions and chemical processes have been considered as follows:
1. thermal dissociation of CaCO 3 (literature-derived and our own data), 2. thermocatalytic degradation of polyolefins in paraffin oil, 3. course of the Boudouard-Bell reaction (gasification towards CO 2 ).
The object is achieved through the analysis of Eq. 3 in the versions given in the literature, i.e.:
(a) as a general integral form in relation only to temperature according to Bła_ zejowski [8] , (b) differential equation according to Šesták et al. [3, 9, 10] , which was proposed in advance by Bła_ zejowski [8] as a category of reaction rate da/ds.
Comparisons of integral kinetic forms is recommended. Finally, this work uses the concept of finite time in integral category R s f
s is the time of reaction/process.
Analysis of the equations given in the literature Solution of Eq. 3 through temperature criterion according to [8] Based on Bła_ zejowski considerations [8] , representing time-temperature relationship 3 within the limits of integration of [0, T], the following mass integral g(a) can be presented as a function of the temperature only (Eq. (11) in [8] , for exponent b = 0):
where according to definitions:
The solution of Eq. 4 is described in detail in [8] (Appendix A) and can be written in form
So the aim of this work is propose another way to obtain solution 6, the same as was given in [8] . Particular partial derivatives resulting from Eq. 1 are as follows:
After introducing after applying definition (5), we obtain an expression which is in its final form equivalent to Eq. 4:
In the second integral of Eq. 9, as the subintegral expression 1 can be used, we obtain a notation as follows:
After differentiation, the following expression is obtained:
Equation 11 is a linear differential equation, ordinary with non-separated variables, which can be solved by primary assumption that the first term on the right hand side in Eq. 11 equals 0. Hence, Eq. 11 can be rewritten in a simplified form by means of Eq. 12:
and finally the following equation can be obtained when C(T) is not specified:
Nevertheless, the expression for C(T) is temperature-dependent only, so after solving the differential equation, it can be shown that:
and finally we obtain Eq. 13, and thus Eq. 4 in the form of Eq. 6. Using Eq. 2 as s ¼
q , then the notation (6) is a classical general form of integral kinetic equations: g(a) = ks.
In a margin of this discussion for the small values of conversion degree, functions expressing the mass integrals in Eq. 13 can be expanded in series and retain it on the first term (g(a) = a [11] ), then we obtain the Szarawara-Kozik temperature criterion [12] written as: ln a ¼ CðTÞ À E RT where CðTÞ ffi const ð15Þ which allows to estimate the approximate value of the activation energy for 0\a\ % 0:2. These considerations confirm the correctness and importance of relationship ln a or more precisely ln gðaÞ versus 1=T in chemical kinetics.
Other solutions resulting from the differential Eq. 3
The following equation proposed by Š esták et al. is starting point for comparison of kinetic effects in isothermal, recognized as isothermal (quasi-isothermal) and dynamic methods [3, 9, 10] and Bła_ zejowski [8] (Eq. (15) in paper [8] ):
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The authors confirm mathematical correctness of Eq. 16 but also raises doubts about its physicochemical sense.
Isothermal measurements T = T i
Equation 16 is transformed into a well-known equation in the category of conversion degree a versus time ðsÞ:
and further-analogously to Eq. 1:
Dynamic measurements and field of temperature implementation (1), T C T i
Substituting time in Eq. 16 by increasing temperature according to notation (1), we obtain a kinetic equation in categories a versus temperature ðTÞ:
Solution of Eq. 19
Equation 19 is written as Eq. 4 containing the Arrhenius law by means of mass integrals g(a) and integration constant C:
Individual be rewritten in a symbolic way:
Substituting the solution of particular integrals to Eq. 21 (Appendix: Eqs. 28 and 30) the factor containing non-elementary integral J (Eq. 29) is reduced, also appearing in notation (4) and (10) . Finally, we obtain:
For all the known g(a) functions (Table 1) if T = T then g(a = 0) = 0 and integration constant C = 0.
Finally, Eq. 22 assumes the same form as well-known Eq. 18 because from notation (1) follows that T = T i ? qs.
Finite time method (FTM)
The term of ''finite time'' means total reaction time corresponding to the conversion Da = a = 1:
(a) for isothermal conditions as a time of complete reaction, (b) for dynamic conditions as a time corresponding to increase temperature (1) from T = T i (a = 0) to T = T f , where T f corresponds to conversion degree a = 1.
We use Eq. 22 for the constant of integration C = 0 and for the condition:
takes a form:
Finally, we obtain the following relation valid for isothermal measurements carried out at several different temperatures
where s means time of the process, and T f isothermal temperature, and for dynamic conditions: 
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The structure of Eq. 25, especially when T i = 0 K (as usually used in thermokinetic equations for dynamic conditions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 12] ), reminds the Kissinger law in a version presented in [13, 14] , except that the temperature of maximal rate of reaction (degassing) T m is replaced by T f . Thus, Eq. 25 may be classified as an isoconversional method. In these considerations, the tedious step of determining the function f(a) or g(a) is omitted, assuming that g(a = 1) = 1, although it is not true relation for all kinetic functions. But in this case, the starting and ending state is important in a kinetic sense.
There are works that use relation -ln s versus 1/T, but it is a variant of isoconversional methods (for the assumed values of conversion degree a) [15] [16] [17] .
Literature data-dehydration process
The finite time method was used to analyze simulated dehydration process under isothermal (five different temperatures) and dynamic conditions (five different heating rates) [4] . Based on these data, kinetic parameters were calculated according relations 24 and 25 as shown in Fig. 1 , and compared with the values given by the authors in Table 2 . Literature and calculated values of kinetic parameters are very similar, although the proposed approach allows to avoid cumbersome procedure of f(a) or g(a) determination. Therefore, it can be assumed that the proposed methodology can be a reliable in order to determine the kinetic parameters of simple reaction. , for sample masses of about 15 mg and the flow of N 2 up to 100 cm 3 min -1 . The process of the thermal decomposition of polyethylene samples into paraffin oil was also analyzed on a laboratory scale. The sample weight was set to 50 g, and evolved volatile products were condensed in a water cooler. Due to the lack of weighing of the reactor during the process, the amount of volatile products was adopted as a measure of conversion degree. The process was carried out under dynamic conditions with average heating rate ranging from 5 to 9 K min -1 until complete conversion was reached. Cement and microcrystalline silica were used as an inorganic additives in the process. iii. Studies of chars derived from the slow pyrolysis of coal was performed in MOM Q 1500D under quasi-isothermal conditions. Analyses were carried out in the temperature range of 800-1,000°C for sample masses up to 200 mg and the flow of N 2 set to 250 cm 3 min -1 . The results of the analysis were recorded by the digitizer. For the same sample, and three others (smokeless fuel, semicoke, blast furnace coke) studies were conducted in an apparatus based on the method proposed in 1955 by Dahme and Junker after modification. The measurements were carried out under the following conditions: sample weight: 10 g; grinding 1-3 mm. Samples were dried at 150°C for 2 h. Processes were performed at 850-1,050°C to particular conversion of sample. The flow of CO 2 amounted 2.5 cm 3 s -1 . Table 2 Comparison of kinetic parameters E and ln A for simulated dehydration process of unspecified substance [4] Conditions According to calculations presented in [4] Finite time method Acc. to 
Results

Thermal decomposition of calcium carbonate
The next stage of the verification of the proposed methodology in order to obtain kinetic parameters according to Eqs. 24 and 25 was to analyze our own experimental data and experimental data provided by other authors [5, 18] . The TG curves for CaCO 3 are shown in Fig. 2 . Characteristic temperatures and times of the process for CaCO 3 thermal decomposition determined on the basis of our own experimental data are shown in Tables 3 and 4 .
In [5] , the thermal decomposition of CaCO 3 was studied for 6 different heating rates under dynamic conditions (in the range of 1-15 K min -1 ) and at seven temperatures under isothermal conditions (in the range 973-1,073 K). However, as was presented in [18] , the thermal decomposition of CaCO 3 (sample mass 10 mg) was analyzed. At nine heating rates under dynamic conditions (in the range ), but not analyzed under isothermal conditions. Based on Eqs. 24 and 25, kinetic parameters were calculated for our own experimental data and data from other researchers [5, 18] , and the results are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 3 , correspondingly.
The comparison of the values is summarized in Table 5 and substantially confirms that the proposed methodology for determining the kinetic constants based on Eqs. 24 and 25 by giving similar results despite the differences in mass of samples. It seems to be also important that the procedure for the determination of kinetic parameters is simplified without the selection of mechanism f(a) or g(a), which can lead to divergent values of kinetic parameters. Technically, FTM is not appropriate to describe the kinetics of F1 (see Table 1 ), but the obtained results indicate that it is also useful for such cases. Fig. 3 shows our own experimental data for the process of thermal decomposition of calcium carbonate combined with literature data [5, 18] . The experimental data can be linearized with a high value of r 2 coefficient along nearly parallel lines-for a dynamic and isothermal conditions. 
and compared with obtained previously. The values of E calculated by means of FWO are higher than for the finite time method, and values reported in the literature [18] as well.
Thermal decomposition of polyethylene-paraffin oil mixtures
The thermal or thermo-catalytic decomposition of polyolefins and their mixtures with low molecular organic compounds is an interesting method of recycling, especially for contaminated and mixed fractions. Hence it is important to study their thermal properties and thermogravimetric studies of polyethylene LDPE-paraffin oil (2:1) mixtures were performed. TG curves are shown in Fig. 4 . Two stages of mass loss are clearly noticeable on TG curves under the dynamic conditions. The first of them is associated with the evaporation and partial decomposition of paraffin oil, while decomposition the polymer occurs in the second one. The values of characteristic temperatures for the both steps are listed in Table 6 . The results for particular steps are shown in Table 7 and compared with the values obtained for the process of thermal decomposition carried out on the laboratory scale (50 g) Fig. 5 . The conversion degree obtained on the laboratory scale is different from the TGA tests, but FTM allows to compare them because the end of the solid phase conversion corresponds to the end of volatile products release. It is evident that the process on the laboratory scale is similar to the first stage of TGA (but does not become single stage, it is rather combination of two stages observed for TGA experiments). Additionally, the process on larger scale proceeds with lower E, which is characterized by catalytic processes. Changing the scale and FTM offer new opportunities for assessment and factorial interactions.
The effect of inorganic additives in the thermal decomposition of polyethylene was also studied, and an analysis was performed using Eq. 25. It was observed that the relation ln(q/(T f -T i )) versus 1/T f clearly indicates the catalytic influence of the tested materials by a decrease in activation energy in the second stage of 
Chars and cokes
The gasification processes of carbonaceous materials of different origin in compliance to Boudouard-Bell (gasification by carbon dioxide) reaction are characterized in the literature with estimation of Arrhenius equation parameters for the specified forms of kinetic equations. Regarding only the variation of activation energy, it is generally found tho range from 100 to 250 kJ/mol depending on fuel rank. Additionally, for non-volatile graphite it is given as 280.3 kJ/mol [20] . The most common case is when the specific value of activation energy is dependent on the content of volatile matter in the raw material VM daf . Therefore, when the value of activation energy is given, the second parameter of Arrhenius relationship (preexponential factor, A) can be estimated. In order to find the applicability of the finite time method for studies on the reactivity of solid fuels towards CO 2 appropriate calculations were performed by using own and literature-derived data.
Data on CO 2 gasification rate were collected for the following carbonaceous materials:
-chars derived from sub-and bituminous coal of different origins (II-IV, VII, XI-XIV), -biomass (pine) chars (IX and X), asphaltite char (VI), waste tire char (VIII), -petroleum coke (V), -carbon black (I).
Besides their origin, the listed materials differ distinctly in the devolatilization conditions under which they were prepared. In each case, rates of gasification reaction were investigated with TGA, carried out under isothermal conditions for wide range of temperatures from 775 to 1,400°C. Special attention must be paid to a fact that studies on the CO 2 gasification of solid fuels performed under dynamic conditions are very rare.
According to the variation of carbon conversion degree with time presented in each paper, values of the finite time were read. In the case of relationships showing incomplete conversion, the values of reaction time were extrapolated. Subsequently, values of activation energy and pre-exponential factor were estimated, using Eq. 24, as presented for each sample in Fig. 7 . The obtained values of activation energy were compared with those presented in each paper in Table 8 . As can be seen, values of activation energy estimated with the finite time method are comparable to those found in result of a full kinetic analysis performed by authors of cited papers. For comparison, studies were performed on a bigger scale of 10 g of a sample under the quasi-isothermal conditions (for temperature in range of 850-1,050°C) and under atmospheric pressure for sample nos.: XV-XVIII as shown in Table 8 and Fig. 7 . Studied samples differ significantly with their origin and application:
• smokeless fuel-sample no. XV, • semi-coke-sample no. XVI, • blast furnace coke, produced in one of Polish coke plants-sample no. XVII, Fig. 5 The results of thermal decomposition of LDPE-paraffin oil mixtures in the form of Eq. 25 • char derived from pyrolysis of Polish steam coal-sample no. XVIII (rate of gasification with CO 2 of this sample was also examined with TGA method, according to the methodology previously described in ''Experimental'' section; sample no. XIX in Table 8 and Fig. 7 )
Values of finite time were determined by means of analyzing the relationship between conversion degree and time, when the relationship represented the complete conversion of carbon, the time of reaction was found, otherwise according to the shape of the a versus time relationship, corresponding values were extrapolated.
During the analysis, relationships between values of reaction time and temperature of process by means of Eq. 24, which is presented in Fig. 7 , two areas were noticed which are separated close to point ''P'' as a diffusion-controlled area observed at higher temperatures (left-hand side) and a kinetically controlled area (right-hand side). The latter can be distinguished according to reactivity of the samples for:
• representing samples of low reactivity, which activation energy was higher than 150 kJ mol -1 , • representing samples of higher reactivity, which activation energy is lower than 150 kJ mol -1 , A schematic diagram representing the above mentioned relationships is given in the conclusion no. VII. Fig. 7 Results of studies on gasification of different samples with CO 2 in isothermal conditions in functional scales (Eq. 24), samples no. XV-XIX refer to our own experimental data As shown in Fig. 7 , a trend line for intermediate reactivity is represented by several of the studied samples. In turn, our own series of measurements are located in the area representing samples having lower and moderate reactivity.
At the same time, values of activation energy estimated by means of fitting Eq. 24 to our own experimental data are also given in Table 8 , for comparison with values obtained using literature-derived data. All data comprising Table 8 refer to isothermal conditions, which are preferred for studies on the reactivity of solid fuels.
Data given in Table 8 indicate that values of activation energy of CO 2 -gasification reaction increase when final temperature of pyrolysis increases (comparing samples nos. XI and XII, as well as XIII and XIV). Values of activation energy are also higher for chars obtained via slow pyrolysis rather than rapid pyrolysis, which is related to the higher extent of devolatilization of carbonaceous materials and in result, with higher evolution of the surface area. On the other hand, the activation energy is less dependent on the nature and rank of parent carbonaceous material.
For many chemical reactions, a linear relationship between Arrhenius parameters is observed. Such a phenomenon is called the compensation effect (KCE). Many authors distinguish the KCE from an isokinetic effect, where an intersection of Arrhenius relations: ln k versus 1/T for one coordinate (in one point) is observed. As a result, an isokinetic temperature can be calculated. In practical experimental investigations, interception of Arrhenius relationships is noticed in some temperature range, what is designated as a ''false'' compensation effect [30, 31] . Due to the mentioned blurring effect of interception point, some authors suggest to name such a phenomenon as ''diffused isokinetic effect''. Occurrence of this kind of relationships can be associated with random experimental and systematic errors [30, 32, 33] .
Values of activation energy, as well as pre-exponential factor obtained via analysis of Eq. 24 for literature-derived and our own experimental data (except for the data for sewage sludge) are presented in analytical form of relation ln A versus E in Fig. 8 and described by relation (A in min -1 , E in kJ/mol):
where k iso ¼ 0:03341 min À1 and T iso = 1,316.4 K. As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the calculated equation representing the compensation effect reflects the additional data for gasification of coal performed in fluidized bed reactor, FBR [34] very well. The data for FBR were obtained during series of experiments and the kinetics was studied on the basis of gas evolution rate. Values of ln A and E were derived after the analysis of F1 kinetics, although that g(a = 1) = ? (see Table 1 , Eqs. 22 and 23) satisfying Eq. (27) very well. For comparison, data obtained for sewage sludge samples gasified under dynamic conditions have been added to Fig. 8 [35] . Values of A and E for sewage sludge were calculated according to the Kissinger relationship for four heating rates and for the temperature range corresponding to the CO 2 gasification reaction. Fig. 8 indicates that the isokinetic effect can be observed for the literature data. Our own experimental data seem to create another relationship. However, it is still possible to depict all samples with one relationship. At the same time, the relation of ln A versus E for sewage sludge samples does not represent the trendline determined for other samples. This diversification can be caused by complex characteristics of sewage sludge samples and by dynamic conditions, in which experiments were performed. It should be noted here that other results presented in Fig. 8 were obtained in experiments carried out in dynamic conditions. Generally, it is accepted that reactivity towards CO 2 is strictly connected with a rank of carbonaceous material. The rank of materials can be expressed with several parameters, i.e. content of volatile matter. As can be seen in Fig. 9 , a correlation between activation energy (considered as a parameter expressing the reactivity, calculated with the finite time method) and content of volatiles has been found. Data presented in Fig. 9 have been narrowed to more devolatilized chars after excluding the outcomes for high volatile biomass chars. Taking into account the full range of data could result in a lack of satisfactory correlation. Hence, it is more justified to divide the data into groups or families of materials being similar with their origin. As shown in Fig. 9 , considerably better correlation has been found for the family of chars derived from Chinese coals [22, 29] .
Analysis of
The relationships established between activation energy and content of volatile matter can be used for approximation of the values of Arrhenius parameters. For this purpose, also the relationship for KCE, given by Eq. 27, should be taken into consideration. This approach has potentially great technological significance because allows for prediction the reactivity of fuels when only the results of proximate analysis are known. 
Discussion
A comparison of kinetic parameters for solid phase reactions/processes performed under different conditions is feasible, when the kinetic notion of finite time is assumed. This term is generally applied, e.g. for iterative processes, for simulations of deformations, stresses and displacements, whereas it is not considered as a fundamental concept in chemical kinetics according to IUPAC. Nevertheless, for a significant number of physicochemical processes, the notion of finite time can be found [36] . It has been stated in this work that the finite time can be defined via integral categories as s, for which complete conversion Da = 1 is observed. Thus, for the for comparison, Eq. 24 is applied for isothermal conditions, and Eq. 25 is for dynamic conditions. From several papers [4, 17, [37] [38] [39] (e.g. Eq. 3.6 in [17] ), it follows that kinetic equations are successfully employed for the interpretation of kinetics under isothermal conditions in the form of the following relation:
À ln s vs: 1=T for gða j Þ ¼ const; where s; T ¼ var and for dynamic conditions as well, for q [ 0, where Eq. 25 is expressed as the modified Kissinger law, taking into account temperature of maximum weight loss T m in form as presented below [16, 17, 40] :
In this paper, one step further has been taken, assuming finite course of reaction/ process. Furthermore, it can be admitted that this approach eliminates some drawbacks of technological usability of proposed isoconversional methods based on the Kissinger law. If we compare the analysis of experimental data for CaCO 3 by methods based on the temperature of maximum weight loss T m (e.g. the Kissinger and Augis-Bennet method [40] ) with the finite time method, we can conclude that there are linear correlations between left-and right-hand side of the particular relations, and as a consequence, there is a possibility to find a relation between values of kinetic parameters. It should be noted here that left-hand side of the kinetic equation (relation T f -T i ) is always occurring, applying for variability of kinetic analysis conditions (isothermal Eq. 24, dynamic Eq. 25) and across a wide range of scales.
Furthermore, using FTM for the right-hand side of the equation is logical, and for isothermal conditions the temperature (T) corresponds to T f characteristic for nonisothermal conditions, and also it is feasible to use (T m ) but mainly for dynamic conditions.
In the case of the analysis of model compounds (dehydration reaction with simulated data [4] , and the thermal dissociation of calcite with our own and literature-derived data [5, 18] ), in the latter case, it was found that, compared to quasi-isothermal for similar values of activation energy, dynamic conditions give lower values of pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius relationship, for which meaning of an entropic factor is assigned [31] .
In the case of studies on the decomposition of selected polyolefins in technological oil, the course of micro-scale process carried out under dynamic conditions was compared to the process performed under isothermal conditions on a laboratory scale (15 mg and 100 g). Values of E estimated for laboratory conditions are lower than for the decomposition on the TGA scale for the stage corresponding to the decomposition of the selected polymer, which means that the process on the laboratory scale is coming to the course of oil decomposition, but in fact it is a combination of both stages observed in micro-scale studies.
However, the most satisfactory results have been obtained by comparing literature-derived and our own data on the course of the Boudouard-Bell reaction (C ? CO 2 = 2CO). For this reaction, a comparison has been made between the course of micro-scale reaction under quasi-isothermal conditions ([200 mg) and the course of the process performed on a scale of 10 g in experimental set-up described in detail in the Experimental. In those cases, both the earlier and currently performed studies did not give satisfactory results for the micro-scale CO 2 gasification process under dynamic conditions, at least for as high a conversion degree as was obtained in paper [42] for Shivee Ovoo coal.
Therefore, the performed comparison applies only to isothermal conditions, in spite of considerable enlargement of scale, and all studied carbonaceous materials differ with their rank and carbonization degree. This fact has a great significance for analysis of the Boudouard-Bell reaction, which proceeds right after the pyrolysis stage, which was presented in our own paper [43] .
Conclusions
i. The proposed method is applicable in every case when complete conversion of condensed phase occurs (Da = 1). It allows the comparison of kinetic parameters of chemical reactions/processes, both under isothermal and dynamic conditions (for polyisothermal measurements and in different heating rates, respectively), as well as for comparison of processes performed on different scales, and influence of catalysts. If one can divide the process that can be described by g(a) function then Eq. 1 is fundamental and can be finally expressed for the isothermal (Eq. 24) and dynamic (Eq. 25) measurements. In this method, the parameters of Arrhenius relations can be estimated without the determination of solid phase conversion degree (a) and f(a) as well. The kinetic triplet is therefore reduced to two parameters: E -A (or E -lnA [41] ). ii. Results obtained for isothermal and dynamic conditions (comparison for dehydration process and dissociation of calcite) indicate the correctness of proposed method, because the values of parameter E in both cases are similar, whereas values of ln A (entropy factor) are greater for experiments performed in isothermal conditions. iii. A comparison has been also made between thermal decomposition of complex polyethylene-oil mixtures under dynamic conditions on scale of 15 mg (TGA) and the process performed on a laboratory scale (sample mass *100 g). It was also observed that relation 25 clearly indicates the catalytic influence of tested materials by decreasing of activation energy in the second decomposition stage (LDPE). iv. Studies on CO 2 gasification of solid fuels performed under isothermal conditions are much more common. Hence, comparison has been made for processes carried out isothermally for wide range of carbonaceous materials, for literature-derived and our own data. It has been pointed out that values of activation energy for CO 2 gasification increase when the temperature of pyrolysis increases (comparison of samples nos. XI and XII, and XIII and XIV in Table 8 ) and are greater for samples derived via slow rather than rapid pyrolysis, which is connected with different extent of devolatilization and hence-different pore surface area development. For all analyzed samples, the kinetic compensation effect KCE was found (Eq. 27). Hence, KCE relation seems to be correct and convenient way to kinetic characterization of condensed phase conversion independently on the measurement conditions.
